We point out that neutrino oscillations imply an ambiguity in the definition of the vacuum and the coupling to gravity, with experimentally observable consequences due to the Unruh effect. In an accelerating frame, the detector should see a bath of mass Eigenstates neutrinos. In inertial processes, neutrinos are produced and absorbed as charge Eigenstates. The two cannot be reconciled by a spacetime coordinate transformation. This makes manifestations of the Unruh effect in neutrino physics a promising probe of both neutrinos and fundamental quantum field theory.
Quantum field theory has justifiably been at the forefront of fundamental physics for the last few decades. The physical world in this picture is represented by a Lorentz invariant manifold (spacetime) on which point-like quantum particles, described by irreducible representations of the Lorentz group, propagate and interact locally [1] . This formalism has described properties and interactions of fundamental particles and forces to excellent precision, with two notable exceptions.
The first exception is gravity, which considered from the point of view of QFT still presents both formidable technical difficulties [2] [3] [4] and fundamental conceptual paradoxes.
This investigation so far has mostly been purely theoretical, since general dimensional analysis arguments [3] indicate quantum-gravitational effects are O (k/10
19 GeV) where k is the characteristic momentum scale. This is generally a formidable barrier.
The second exception is neutrino oscillations. While a phenomenological description of them has been known for decades [5] and a definition of a propagator was developed [6, 7] , this model has not been incorporated into a rigorous field theory, since the vacuum of the neutrino field is ambiguous. This is in contrast to the superficially similar meson mixing, successfully incorporated into the standard model [1] . A fundamental difference between the two cases is that meson mixing is due to the non-commutativity of the strong and electroweak currents, and all mixing meson states are mass-degenerate. In contrast, neutrinos apparently have no superselection rule forbidding mass mixings. In practice, since the right handed neutrino has no non-gravitational interactions, so far neutrinos could be created only in their charge Eigenstates, and subsequently measured after propagation as other charge Eigenstates, with mass Eigenstates not being directly producible (the experimental program proposed here could change this).
To see the implications for gravitational physics [8] [9] [10] , consider neutrinos interacting both with weak gravitational fields and with electroweak gauge fields. Metric perturbations couple to the energy-momentum tensorT µν , which depends on the mass. Weak interactions, on the other hand, couple to electroweak current operatorĴ µ , which defines the charge eigenstates. The Pontecorvo mechanism makes local conservation of these currents impossible to satisfy simultaneously since the energy-momentum tensorT µν and the weak currentŝ electroweak and 4-momentum currents of a free neutrino-only field arê
U lj is a unitary 3 × 3 matrix connecting weak charge and mass Eigenstates usually called the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata matrix [11] . It is clear that an eigenstate ofT µν is not an eigenstate ofĴ µ and vice versa.
For all other fields except neutrinos, in the free field limit, the only measurement that does not commute withT µν is the field strength at a given position,ψ(x). Provided the
uncertainity triggered by a position measurement is ≪ l −2 p R, where R is the scalar curvature of spacetime and l p the Planck length, quantum uncertainity will not affect the definition of locality. Thus, in the weak-field small-curvature limit general relativistic covariance has a well-defined semiclassical limit.
Neutrinos, due to Eq. (1), provide another way to test for the impact of quantum interactions on gravity. Weak charged current interactions couple to the weak charge of the neutrino by involving a charged lepton and in this way "instantly" modify the energy momentum tensor. Unlike with the position measurement case, this modification will happen when the neutrino interacts at a momentum scale many orders of magnitude smaller than l −1 p . Consequently, the change ofT µν due to weak interactions
can be significant also in the weak curvature limit. For a neutrino-self gravitating system will have instantaneous (and in the semiclassical limit) non-causal effects on geometry (this is similar to frustrated equilibrium [12] systems in condensed matter physics)
The gravitational interaction of neutrino matter is not a feasible measurement in the foreseeable future, though it might have consequences in astrophysical settings. In this work, we examine the counter-part in accelerating rather than gravitational frames via the Unruh effect [13] [14] [15] . There, the curvature is zero and the metric is generated from the flat space metric by an infinitesimal Rindler deformation. The creation and annihilation operators of mass Eigenstates are different in this coordinate system [13] : the accelerating probe sees a thermal distribution of mass states, whose occupation numbers at zero chemical potential depend on energy-momentum only. The inertial equivalent, an analogue of Bremstrahlung in electroweak theory [18] ( fig. 1 left panel) , requires that neutrinos emitted and absorbed by the proton be Eigenstates of the weak chargeĴ, i.e. left-handed flavor Eigenstates ν e,µ,τ L . As
Eq. (1) shows both mass Eigenstates and charge Eigenstates are defined by Lorentz-invariant local operators, they cannot be related by a coordinate change. Since the Unruh effect is a universal feature of quantum field theories [16, 17] , this yields an ambiguity, directly related to the ambiguity of the neutrino vacuum, that could be investigated in the laboratory.
To illustrate the problem better, it needs to be remembered [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] that the Unruh effect could be interpreted as the quantum field theory analog of "coriolis forces": an artifact of viewing a process defined within a theory invariant under special relativity in a noninertial frame. For weak interactions, this was shown explicitly by [18] [19] [20] [ [18] [19] [20] have shown these processes to be equivalent at tree level in the low acceleration limit treating the masses as fundamental, the interaction as a Fermi contact interaction and neglecting neutrino oscillations. We now see that lifting the last simplification by using the physical neutrino spectrum introduces a fundamental ambiguity in the calculation, which arises directly from the ambiguity inherent in a quantum field theory of oscillating neutrinos.
This calls for an experimental investigation of p → ne + conversions. The challenges for such an investigation are considerable but may be surmountable. For semiclassical acceleration to be well-defined, we need a strong approximately constant electromagnetic field.
An order of magnitude estimate shows [10] that experimental setups capable of investigating the Schwinger effect in strong electromagnetic fields [24, 25] will also be capable of investigating the phenomenon discussed here, by adding proton beam injection and neutron detectors with sufficient triggering precision to look for neutron-positron coincidences and veto Schwinger-generated electron-positron coincidences (Fig. 2) .
A major advantage is that we do not have to detect any neutrinos to infer a conversion, which comes as a time-coincident ne + pair without a corresponding e − . The observable (panel (a) ). In the semiclassical limit the γ line means a classical external electromagnetic potential, treated nonperturbatively, rather than perturbation theory (the ν and l lines do not have arrows as they can be either absorbed from the Unruh vacuum or emitted, corresponding to the three different comoving processes in [18]) we are interested in is the differential production rate and its dependence on the proton acceleration and initial momentum. The experimental observable can be compared to the prediction of both the inertial and comoving calculation in [18, 19] .
While we refer the reader to [10] for technical details, it is clear that the mixing and possible presence of right-handed neutrinos ensure the inertial and comoving predictions examined in [18] [19] [20] will differ by an approximately momentum-independent normalization factor dominated by U 1e /2. This implies at least one of these calculations will disagree with experimental measurement. To find out which one and connect this issue to the origin of The technical specifications will be described in [10] the neutrino mass, we must understand that the inertial and the comoving frame calculation assume point-like particles with "fundamental" masses, represented by a diagram such as Fig. 3 panel (a) . However, in the standard model masses are IR operators (Yukawa fermion couplings to the Higgs condensate) vanishing in the ultraviolet [1] , and it is possible that the discrepancy in Rindler-frame and inertial-frame results is resolved by understanding origin of neutrino mass. Seeing that the inconsistency of outcomes arises when assuming point-like "fundamental" masses rather than effective terms, one straight-forward explanation is that this approximation breaks down in different ways in the two frames of reference, meaning one of the two calculations is inappropriate.
The most common hypothesis is that the neutrino mass is not fundamental, but produced either via interaction with a Higgs or Higgs-like condensate, ∆L dirac ∼ g φ νν, or via a higher dimensional operator (e.g., mixing with a hypothetically massive right handed Majorana neutrino, ∆L majorana ∼ (M 2 /Λ uv )νν where M is a scale similar to other standard model masses and Λ uv is some high energy scale, explaining the smallness of the mass).
In both cases, while the scale of the physics responsible for the mass is far higher than any conceivable experimentally explorable acceleration, the mass itself is extremely low, comparable in natural units to accelerations obtainable in the laboratory. Since by dimensional analysis this is the relevant operator required for the "point-like mass" EFT to break down, the experiment proposed here can be seen as a window on the origin of neutrino masses.
In such scenarios, the approximations made in [18, 19] are more robust in the inertial than in the comoving calculation. If the mass is due to a condensate, it will appear in the accelerating frame as a Rindler-transformed bath of zero-frequency scalars ( Fig. 3 (b) ). The formal identity between the thermal and the Unruh vacuum indicated in works such as [17] and [15] would imply that the φ condensate and the coupling constant g are renormalized to values depending on the effective temperature, analogously, but at a much lower energy scale, to the σ-model calculation of [26] [27] [28] . The comoving calculation in [18, 19] does not exhibit such a condensate, and hence it is not a good approximation to the neutrino mass, as measured by the comoving observer, if a condensate is the origin of this mass.
However, the robustness of the inertial calculation is not guaranteed. An intriguing possibility is that the charge Eigenstate is due to infrared physics vanishing in the UV [29] . In this case, the non-inertial Unruh calculation might be the correct one, while the Bremsstrahlung calculation would break down because the neutrino-quark coupling operator would be modified by IR effects. While such an alternative is not often discussed in the liter-ature, constructions of this type do exist [29] . This scenario, signalled by the Bremsstrahlung calculation being incorrect by a factor of 2U −1 ij , would be invaluable for studying neutrino oscillations: unlike the present neutrino oscillation measurements [11] , this measurement would be sensitive not to phase differences, but the absolute values of masses and mixing angles. The possibility of this scenario is a good motivation for studying the feasibility of this experimental program further.
More intriguingly, the inconsistency might signal the breakdown of the basic formalism of quantum field theory in which both the inertial and comoving calculation break down.
At the moment this scenario is too poorly explored on the theoretical level to make even qualitative predictions, but perhaps tests of CPT invariance (perhaps with strongly accelerated antiprotons as well as protons) can extricate this alternative convincingly. Probing the Unruh effect gives us the ability to prepare and probe mass as well as charge Eigenstates, thereby doubling the number of experimentally accesible constraints we have at our disposal for fundamental symmetry tests.
In conclusion, the conversion of accelerated protons into neutrons is a promising laboratory to study the quantum field theoretical origin of neutrino masses and oscillations, as well as more generally the relationship between the spacetime manifold and the pointlike particles traveling on it. We hope that the ingenuity of the QED and intense laser community will make such experiments feasible in our lifetimes. 
